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In a recent monthly meeting at the lush expanse of Saguna Baug, our dedicated
SRT Sevaks came together, reinforcing our commitment to revolutionize
agriculture through the Saguna Regenerative Technique (SRT). Our field team, now
comprising five passionate SRT Sevaks, is making strides across Maharashtra,
extending our reach to three focused regions in Nashik, Pune and Ch Sambhaji
Nagar. This meet not only served as a platform for knowledge exchange but also
as a testament to our growing influence in the realm of no-till regenerative
agriculture.

Understanding the essence of growth through learning, we have initiated bi-
monthly SRT farmer training sessions. These workshops are designed to equip
our farmers with the knowledge and tools necessary for successful SRT
implementation. By fostering an environment of continuous learning, we aim to
ensure that every farmer becomes a steward of the land, nurturing it for
generations to come.

Cultivating Knowledge: Bi-Monthly SRT Farmer Training
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Motivation Amidst Challenges:
The Surgana Initiative

The white grub menace in Surgana taluka of
Nashik posed a significant challenge last
Kharif season, leading to widespread
dissatisfaction among farmers. Our SRT
Sevak Manager, Mr. Yogesh Bansode,
stepped in to rekindle hope and motivation
among our SRT Sevaks and the farming
community. His efforts have not only
addressed the immediate concerns but also
strengthened the resolve of our farmers to
persevere through challenges.

West Bengal's SRT Pioneer: 
Mr. Deepak Kha's Journey

From the fields of West Bengal emerges the
story of Mr. Deepak Kha, an SRT practitioner
whose initial experiments with rice (Kharif
June 2023) yielded remarkable results.
Despite facing skepticism from local
farmers, his success has now turned the tide
of opinion. This Rabbi season, Mr. Kha plans
to plant groundnut on his SRT raised beds, a
technique learned entirely from our SRT
YouTube channel. His story is a testament to
the power of knowledge and the
transformative potential of SRT.

A Tale of Transformation:
Yavatmal's SRT Success Story

In an inspiring visit to Yavatmal, our SRT
Sevak Mr. Raosaheb More from Ch Sambhaji
Nagar, accompanied by Mr. Vitthal Vaidya a
dedicated SRT farmer from Jalana,
witnessed the remarkable journey of Mr.
Sunil Patil. A retired DFO officer with an MSc
in Agriculture, Mr. Patil has embraced SRT
on his 56-acre farm, cultivating Cotton,
Chickpea, and Soybean. His success stands
as a beacon of possibility, showcasing the
profound impact of SRT on traditional
farming practices.
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